Museums Concentration, Smith College Class of 2019

Nicole Bearden ’19
Nusra Latif Qureshi: A Case Study in the Globality of Contemporary Art

Emily Biggs ’19
Interpretive Tasks

Isabel Cordova ’19
Difficult Objects: Mining Smith College Museum of Art

Hannah Elbaum ’19
Visitors with Autism: SCMA Scavenger Hunt

Adela Goldsmith ‘19
Museums and the Archive: Collective Histories and Institutional Memory

Gwendolyn R. Jones ’19
Archaeology at MacLeish Field Station: A Digital Teaching Tool for the 5 Colleges

Renee Klann ’19
Flora of Northampton: Digital Mapping to Visualize Local Plants

Lauren Mitchell ‘19
The Alan Holden Collection: A Digital Archive

Audrey Trossen ’19
Mountains & Molehills: Access and Experiential Learning Through the John B. Brady Rock Park

Julia Xu ‘19
Interpreting Collections: Museum Objects Storytelling